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ABSTRACT

During early manned spacecraft operations, the primary role of ground telemetry systems
was data display to flight controllers. As manned spaceflights have increased in
complexity, greater demands have been placed on flight controllers to simultaneously
monitor systems and replan systems operations. This has led to interest in automated
telemetry monitoring systems to decrease the workload on flight controllers. The Mission
Operations Directorate at the Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center has developed a five layer
model to integrate various monitoring and analysis technologies such as digital filtering,
fault detection algorithms, and expert systems. The paper describes the five layer model
and explains how it has been used to guide prototyping efforts at Mission Control. Results
from some initial expert systems are presented. The paper also describes the integrated
prototype currently under development which implements a real time expert system to
assist flight controllers in the Mission Control Center in monitoring Space Shuttle
communications systems. Keywords: Space Shuttle Mission Control, Real Time Expert
Systems, Telemetry Processing

INTRODUCTION

Mission Operations Directorate (MOD) at the Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center (JSC) is
responsible for Mission Control operations for Space Shuttle. MOD will also be is
responsible for flight operations of the Orbital Maneuvering Vehicle (OMV) and some
aspects of the Space Station. MOD realized early in the Space Shuttle program that
enhanced automation of spacecraft monitoring in telemetry ground systems was vital to the
continued quality of flight decision making for Shuttle and future programs. Since 1983,
MOD has been evaluating the state of the art of various information systems technologies
to understand the value of these technologies to space flight operations. This paper
describes a model that was developed to organize efforts in this area and will describe
progress and results to date on projects based on this model.



EARLY MANNED SPACECRAFT FLIGHT OPERATIONS CONCEPTS

During the early United States manned spaceflight programs, the primary objective of
ground telemetry processing systems during flight operations was to provide displays to
flight controllers. Some telemetry processing was performed in support of other tasks such
as command verification, however the primary role of the ground telemetry system was to
provide telemetry data displays to flight controllers. These tasks required the ground
processing system to synchronize on incoming telemetry, decommutate parameters,
convert these parameters into engineering units (calibration) and perform simple limit
checks. The primary display types in these systems included simple Cathode Ray Tube
(CRT) displays, pen type Strip Chart Recorders, and event lights. Parameters were logged
to tape and any additional processing required the use of offline computers.

Development of these ground systems was driven by an underlying operations concept.
This concept held that a highly skilled team of flight controllers would be continuously
monitoring the telemetry io detect flight vehicle failures.

This concept was molded by several factors. The flight vehicle for each flight usual had
unique aspects and was only used once. With constant evolution of spacecraft design, it
was more cost-effective to train flight controllers to deal with the differences in vehicles,
rather than design unique monitoring software. Additionally each flight profile was usually
very different. Each mission involved either developing a new unique capability or
explored a different part of the moon. These different flight profile’s also made it more
cost-effective to develop a general ground processing system with limited specific mission
capabilities which could handle a wide variety of mission profiles. This concept was
proved effective during the Apollo series of missions where Apollo spacecraft with
significantly different equipment flew earth orbital, lunar and Skylab long duration
missions with the same ground system.

The availability of highly trained flight controllers was critical to this concept. This was
possible because there usually was sufficient time prior to a flight to have extensive
training time for the flight control team. Additionally, because these flight programs were
of a short length, flight controllers usually stayed with a team during the entire flight series.
Availability of training time combined with low attrition led to highly skilled teams.

Under this operations concept, most of the flight controller’s time was spent monitoring
the spacecraft. Replanning inflight was primarily limited to that required to bring the crew
back to earth safely, although some replanning to optimize scientific return did occur.
NASA was able to control the replanning load on controllers because there was limited
participation by outside organizations such as commercial customers and foreign
governments.



Finally, this level of ground system capability was the most that could be done with 1960’s
and 1970’s era information system technology.

SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHT OPERATIONS CONCEPTS

These driving factors were true during the Gemini, Apollo, Apollo-Soyuz, Skylab and
early Space Shuttle flights. However as the Space Shuttle has matured, these factors have
changed. The Space Shuttle is a reuseable vehicle with little design change between
flights. Additionally most missions have common timeline elements. For example, payload
deploys for similar payloads usually utilize the same basic procedure with minor
variations. This makes automation of some monitoring tasks feasible.

The training assumptions for the Space Shuttle program are also different. With a flight
rate of approximately one flight per month, training time between flights is severely
reduced. Also, with the Space Shuttle being a long-lived program, flight controllers cannot
be expected to stay with a flight team for the entire length of the program. Attrition rates
consistent with other high-stress technological activities are to be expected. Both these
changing factors also make automation of some monitoring tasks more desirable to cut
training time, and maintain the quality of flight decision making.

The basic nature of the flight control task has also changed as NASA has become more
involved with Department of Defense, commercial and foreign customers. The replanning
load on flight controllers has increased as NASA attempts to assist customers to get the
most out of every mission.

For example when the STS51-B Spacelab mission reached orbit, two of the main
experiments would not function and a third was leaking and had a limited lifetime. The
flight control team was required to simultaneously replan systems operations to support
maximum use of the leaking experiment at the the beginning of the flight, evaluate and
implement inflight maintenance plans for the two failed experiments, and continue to
monitor the orbiter. This activity led to good scientific return on all three experiments.
During the 51-D mission, a Syncom satellite deployed from the Space Shuttle failed to
activate. The flight control team developed and uplinked a plan to the crew which allowed
the shuttle to rendezvous with the Syncom and attempt to activate it. This plan required the
team to plan and monitor a “spacewalk” to install a device on the end of the manipulator
arm . This device was used to “swat” the satellite to position an activation lever. This plan
was executed successfully, but the Syncom was not activated until the next year when
another shuttle crew actually rewired the satellite to allow activation. These examples
show that flight controller’s time is now heavily oriented towards replanning operations in
response to unexpected situations. Automated systems monitoring tools are important 



under this concept because they allow the flight controller to spend more time planning
while still monitoring the spacecraft with the same degree of care.

Finally, the state of the art of information systems technology has progressed to the point
to allow a greater degree of systems monitoring.

It is expected that these driving factors affecting the Space Shuttle operations concept will
also be strong driving factors in future United States space efforts where the emphasis is
on long term service functions. For example the Space Station and Orbital Maneuvering
Vehicle (OMV) are both long lived reuseable vehicles with a high degree of emphasis on
service to customer operations.

All of these factors increase the functions of telemetry ground systems. Systems supporting
long term service functions like Space Shuttle must not only provide data displays for the
operators, but also must provide capabilities for automated data monitoring and evaluation.
In many ways the direct user of telemetry data becomes both operators and automated data
evaluation tools whose results are subsequently used by operators. The remainder of this
paper describes a model developed at Mission Control to organize thinking about
automated data monitoring and gives results of prototyping efforts that implemented
various layers of the model.

MODEL FOR SYSTEMS MONITORING AUTOMATION

When Mission Operations Directorate personnel first started to address the problem of
automated systems monitoring in 1983 there was considerable controversy over the correct
approach. Most automation at the Mission Control Center (MCC) had previously taken
place in the form of simple computations in the Mission Operations Computer (MOC)
such as limit checks. Several large automation tasks (1000-2000 lines of code each) had
been programmed in offline computers to perform analysis. These tasks required manual
operator entry of telemetry information. No direct connection to telemetry was available
for these systems. Expert System technology was just beginning to have an impact on the
commercial market and MOD had limited experience in this technology.

Some personnel believed that monitoring of “key” parameters was required. When a “key”
parameters violated a limit check, “support” parameters should be checked to isolate the
failure. Other personnel believed that continuous execution of “fault detection algorithms”
consisting of logical and arithmetic combination of large numbers of telemetry parameters
was required to identify faults. Finally some personnel insisted that “automation” was not
sufficient and that true knowledge-based expert system technology was required in order
to evaluate integrated system status.



Level of detail also was a critical issue. Should faults be detected to a subsystem,
component, or sub-component level. In some types of systems, particularly fluid systems,
it is difficult to resolve failures to a component without evaluating the entire system. In
other areas, such as digital electronic systems, it is possible to detect many failures by
monitoring independent components separately.

In order to provide a basis for organizing our efforts, the automation task was placed into
the Mission Control Model for Systems Monitoring. The model has five layers. They are :

Layer 5 Advanced Artificial Intelligence Techniques
Layer 4 Knowledge Based Expert Systems
Layer 3 Discipline Specific Fault Detection Algorithms and Task Automation
Layer 2 Non - Discipline Specific Algorithms
Layer 1 Basic Data Acquisition Algorithms

Layer 1 consists of the basic data acquisition functions of synchronizing telemetry, and
decommutating parameters. A critical support provided by layer 1 is that of insuring time
homogeneity of data samples, i.e. that data from multiple time intervals is not mixed.

Layer 2 consists of non-discipline specific processing. These are algorithms common to all
disciplines such as calibration of parameters, limit checks, calculation of rates of change,
etc... The data used in these algorithms (such as limits for a specific parameter) may be
discipline specific but the basic algorithm function is the same for parameters whether they
are electrical, guidance and control, or life support parameters.

Layer 3 consists of discipline specific fault detection algorithms and task automation. This
includes deterministic algorithms only. These algorithms are capable of uniquely and
unambiguously determining a specific subsystem failure or condition without any other
information. These algorithms do not have access to any historical information. They are
presented with a single data sample and detect condition based on that sample. Information
generated at layer 2 algorithms such as rates are available to layer 3. These algorithms may
perform extensive mathematical manipulation such as digital filtering. Knowledge of
systems monitoring is explicitly coded at layer 3. A simple example of this type of
algorithm would monitor ten switch discretes to determine if a subsystem is correctly
configured. A complex example of a layer 3 algorithm would be an algorithm to monitor
spacecraft attitude and state vector information to determine if the onboard computer is
selecting the best antenna to communicate with a ground station.

Layer 4 consists of true knowledge based expert systems. Heuristics may be used at layer
4 to infer the status of systems where specific detailed telemetry is not available. In layer 4 



the knowledge is not explicitly programmed into code, but is present in the form of rules or
models. Status information generated at lower layers is available to the expert systems.

Layer 5 consists of advanced artificial intelligence techniques such as machine learning.
Here the knowledge base may change as the result of experience. Assessments made at
lower layers are available to layer 5.

These five layers correspond to the way that actual flight controllers approach a display on
a console. If data is displayed in raw telemetry, the controller converts it to meaningful
engineering data. This function is usually done by our current ground telemetry systems
however there are cases in which raw data is displayed to operators. The controller then
usually performs the simple algorithms to perform assessment of the status of individual
components or subsystems. The operator usually then applies system level rules and
models (both algorithmic and heuristic) for an integrated assessment of the entire system.
Finally learning occurs as the flight controller places more information on system
performance into his/her personal “knowledge base”.

APPLICATION OF THE MODEL

The model focused our efforts in several ways. First, because the problem was layered we
realized that we could prototype these layers independently to determine their value to
flight operations and integrate them later. Second, because our orientation was toward
operational capability and because layer 5 is really a research topic, we decided to
constrain our activities to layer 1-4. We also recognized that layer 1 and 2 are mostly
provided by our current ground systems. We performed a market survey and discovered
that layers 1 and 2 are available in hardware/firmware in commercial off-the-shelf devices
from a number of vendors. We therefore decided to concentrate our efforts in layers 3
and 4.

We also recognized that our current ground system was not appropriate for prototyping
activities in layers 3 and 4. Our current ground system in the MCC is a centralized system
where all systems monitoring, command and trajectory functions are in a single large host
computer. Verification requirements on new code in this computer are severe because
software critical for safety of flight is in the computer.

These large verification requirements are not compatible with a “rapid prototyping”
methodology where the goal is to develop new products by rapid incorporation, evaluation
and testing of new concepts. We recognized that we would have to host this prototyping in
a separate computer system to isolate us from impacting this critical software. This
resulted in a completely new layer 1 and 2 to provide a support environment for
prototyping.



DISCIPLINE UNIQUE FAULT DETECTION ACTIVITIES

Our first activity was to define fault detection algorithms based on the knowledge of our
current flight controllers. In this effort over 1000 algorithms were documented to cover all
of the subsystems of the Space Shuttle. These algorithms were subsequently reviewed by
the engineering community that was responsible for the design of the shuttle. During this
definition and review process it became clear that the algorithms needed a common
support environment to perform tasks associated with managing the operation of these
algorithms. A prototype algorithm support environment was built to illustrate the functions
needed. Functions supported by this prototype included :

activation and deactivation of specific algorithms
activation and deactivation of algorithm groups (such as launch or landing phase               

    algorithms)
identification of invalid algorithms due to instrumentation failures
scheduling of algorithms
collection and display of faults identified by algorithms
changing variable data required for algorithms (such as propellant levels at launch)
identification to the operator of status of all algorithms

The most critical item in these prototypes turned out to be operator visibility into the
algorithm functions. When the operator is relying on the algorithm to perform certain
functions, it is critical that the operator be able to view the status of the algorithm. It is
especially important that the operator be able to view the enable/disable status of an
algorithm or algorithm group as well as the values of any variable data being used by the
algorithm.

Data validity also became a critical concern in this effort. As the algorithms were defined it
became clear that a major role of the flight controller was in evaluating the validity of data
before using it to make system evaluations. In some cases this was a layer 2 function (is
the data currently being updated by telemetry?) and in some cases it was a layer 3 function
(is this data consistent with other data?).

It was estimated that the average algorithm would require at least 100 lines of code.
Managing over 100,000 lines of code is a serious problem. To cut coding time and to
insure maintainability of the algorithms, an “algorithm builder tool” was constructed. This
tool allows operators with minimal computer training to construct algorithms using familiar
terminology. The algorithm builder generates code that is executable in the algorithm
support environment. It automatically inserts all of the control mechanisms so that the
algorithm environment can activate, deactivate, and otherwise control the algorithm. It also 



inserts standard fault annunciation software so that all fault messages are collected and
displayed at a central location.

KNOWLEDGE BASED EXPERT SYSTEM TECHNIQUES

In parallel with the discipline specific algorithm efforts, an effort was started to understand
the role of expert systems in automated systems monitoring. The Space Station Project
funded a Joint MOD/MITRE Corporation team to develop expert system based concepts
for the monitoring of Space Station systems. This effort has been documented in previous
publications (ref 1). A prototype system was constructed in which operators could
introduce symptoms of failure into various components in a model of a Space Station
communications system. The expert system would trace the symptoms back to a cause and
recommend reconfiguration. The symptoms were on a very high level (i.e. component
good or bad) and reflected the type of output we would expect from layer 3 discipline
unique algorithms evaluating component status. This expert system generated a system
level view based on individual component views generated by lower level fault detection
algorithms.

There were several valuable lessons learned from this project. Just as in the discipline
specific algorithm efforts, it was determined that operator visibility into the process was
critical. Operators were reluctant to agree with recommendations by the expert system
until they could see the rationale behind the recommendation. In order to meet this need, a
window was added to the graphic display of the expert system to display rationale. As the
expert system “fired’ rules, the rules would be displayed in the rationale window with
accompanying explanatory text. This allowed the operator to view the expert system’s
rationale behind recommendations.

We discovered that if the operator was displayed a schematic of the system being
monitored along with the expert system determinations, then operators were quickly able
to understand the results of the expert system. We also discovered that because the expert
system prototype was based on high level assessments of component status (i.e. a
component was good or bad) operators could quickly understand the rationale for
reconfiguration.

Each component in the system had several characteristics. In addition to a “good” or “bad”
performance status, each component could also be “previously good” or “previously
failed”. This was because the system had many redundant components and the expert
system was switching these components to work around failures inserted by the operator.
The expert system had to keep track of the previous status of units to avoid switching into
a “previously failed” unit. Because redundant units were available it was also necessary to 
keep track of which units were “currently selected” and which were “currently deselected”



This was because if a unit’s power failed, then both redundant units performance status
would be “bad” (both are powered off) and the expert system needed to know which unit
was previously selected in order to switch into a new unit.

The most important result of this prototype was that a properly constructed expert system
could continue to operate systems correctly even after the insertion of multiple failures into
the monitored system. This is because as facts change in an expert system, all facts can be
re-examined to determine the current condition of the system being monitored. Manual
crew or ground procedures for Space Shuttle generally can only deal with a single failure.
This is because procedures written for human beings become extremely complex and are
in fact unmanageable if they try to evaluate all facts at every step. Procedures for humans
must assume in most cases that only one thing can change at a time due to a single fault.
When multiple faults exist in a system, a single action can have multiple results and results
can be due to multiple causes. Human procedures which attempt to deal with this problem
quickly become too complex to execute correctly and quickly. This result leads to the
conclusion that knowledge based expert systems are potentially very valuable in flight
operations.

The final result of this prototype was that to really evaluate the system, we needed to be
connected to real time telemetry data. This result was one of the driving factors into our
integrated prototype effort.

INTEGRATED PROTOTYPE

Based on the knowledge gained from our previous activities, we are constructing an
integrated prototype that implements layers 1-4. This effort has been funded by the NASA
Office of Aeronautics and Space Technology System Autonomy Demonstration Program.
Under this effort we are constructing a system to monitor the Space Shuttle
Communications and Instrumentation Systems. This system will integrate the the expert
system technology of layer 4 with the algorithm technology of layer 3 and the telemetry
processing technologies in layer 1 and 2. Unlike previous laboratory systems, this system
will be located in the Mission Control Center and actually be used to follow Space Shuttle
flights.

In the integrated prototype we are utilizing a Loral Instrumentation Advanced Decom
System (ADS-100) to perform all o e tasks in layer 1 and 2. By shipping real time data
directly to the ADS-100 we insure that the integrated prototype project has access to real
time data, without becoming involved in any of the flight critical processing in the MCC.
The ADS-100 will synchronize, decom, calibrate and limit check the required 2000
parameters a second and ship them across a Direct Memory Interface to a Masscomp 5700
Workstation.



The Masscomp 5700 Workstation will perform all of the layer 3 and 4 functions. The layer
3 functions are being implemented using the previously developed algorithm support
environment and algorithm builder. These were coded in the “C” language using
conventional techniques. The expert system functions of layer 4 are being implemented
using an forward chaining rule based inference engine called “CLIPS”. CLIPS was
developed by the Mission Planning and Analysis Directorate at JSC (ref 2). The inference
engine is coded in “C” and runs on the Masscomp.

It is interesting to note that the rules used for the Space Station expert system prototype
are being used as the core rule set for the Space Shuttle expert system. The basic rules
required to monitor communications systems appear to be basically the same for these two
vehicles.

At the time of this writing (July 87), layers 1-3 are undergoing integration and layer 4 is
starting development. We expect to have a full-up layer 1-4 working in the laboratory by
October 87 and plan to be evaluating the system during simulations for the next Space
Shuttle flight in June 88.

An interesting result of the work so far is the “inverted pyramid “ characteristic of the
integrated prototype. This is shown in figure 2.

FIGURE 2 - INVERTED PYRAMID



Note that the flight controller requires access to information at all of the layers. A less
experienced controller would rely heavily on the outputs of layer 4. A more experienced
controller who questioned the output of layer 4, would look back to layer 3 to look at the
facts and then back to layer 1 and 2 to look at the raw data.

Also note that the data rate being handled by the layer decreases as you move to higher
levels, however the information value to the operator increases. This also indicates another
good reason for layering the problem. Current knowledge based expert system building
tools can do very complex tasks, but their speed is very much a function of the rate at
which new facts must be incorporated. By using the layer 2 and 3 algorithms to cut the rate
of arrival of new information, the expert system speed is increased.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the change in the types of missions flown by NASA, it is clear that for some
space systems, the role of ground processing of telemetry is no longer limited to display,
but may include advanced automated systems monitoring. A model has been developed to
describe the processes required to monitor spacecraft. This model incorporates functions
performed by traditional telemetry system hardware and software, as well as algorithmic
and expert system software techniques. This model is being used to guide the development
of prototype monitoring systems in Space Shuttle Mission Control .
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